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About AIG
AIG is one of the world’s largest providers of insurance 
products and services to individuals and corporate 
clients around the globe. Our culture derives from 
our entrepreneurial roots and pioneering spirit. It is 
this spirit that drives us to help our customers create 
success.

For more information on AIG, please see Appendix A.

1. Product Profile

About Travel Guard
Travel Guard is an AIG company, with all its travel 
insurance products underwritten by subsidiaries or 
affiliates of AIG Inc. 

Travel Guard provides global travel emergency 
assistance and security services, helping millions 
of individual travellers, students, expatriates, and 
corporate customers solve problems and manage  
risks worldwide.

In addition, Travel Guard offers a wide range of 
services through its six wholly owned assistance centres 
located in Asia, Europe and the Americas. With a  
wide array of emergency medical, travel, security  
and personal assistance services, Travel Guard helps 
ensure travellers the world over receive the personal 
attention they need in any unforeseen situation. 

For more information on Travel Guard, please see 
Appendix B.

About the Travel Guard App
The first of its type in Australia, the Travel Guard App 
supports travellers in the event of an incident, accident, 
or medical emergency by providing the locations 
and contact details of over 6000 doctors, hospitals, 
embassies and clinics around the globe. The Travel 
Guard App is new to the Australian app market and 
has only recently been launched to AIG’s Corporate 
community. AIG is launching an extensive marketing 
campaign for the Australian Consumer market in the 
coming weeks. While aligned with AIG’s Leisure and 
Corporate Travel insurance, it’s available for free to 
download and use, whether you’re a policyholder or not.

The Travel Guard App leverages the technology, 
knowledge and experience of AIG’s international 
network, in a tangible demonstration of the level of 
support that AIG can provide, wherever you are. It 
ensures customers are directed to recommended, 
quality medical providers in all locations.

The Travel Guard App, powered by AIG, 
delivers essential help and information 
for all Australians travelling overseas. 
It provides peace of mind, insight and 
functionality that stand apart in the 
crowded travel app market.
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While most apps in the insurance market provide  
sales or claims tools, AIG listened to customer 
feedback and designed an app that benefited 
customers. It was specifically designed not to act  
as a revenue generating medium.

The Travel Guard App was developed in partnership 
with local agencies Papercloud, experts in user 
experience design and technology development, and 
marketing agency, McCorkell and Associates. 

For more information on Travel Guard App downloads 
and an example of Marketing Collateral, please see 
Appendix D-I.

Developing an  
essential tool
The development of the Travel Guard App was driven  
by AIG’s desire to support its travel insurance range 
and to develop an effective and easy to use tool that 
would provide support to travelling Australians.

The Travel Guard App is designed to be useful in  
daily medical situations, as well as more serious cases, 
ensuring that it is not just policyholders who can benefit 
from AIG’s service.

With more than 8 million overseas trips a year 
and growing, Australians are increasingly finding 
themselves in situations that require emergency or 
medical assistance. This is reflected by the increase of 
overseas fatalities, with DFAT revealing nearly 1000 
Australians lost their lives whilst travelling in 2012.

Highlighting the increasing use of Smartphone’s in 
Australia (which now sees a penetration of nearly  
70%), AIG recognised that developing a Smartphone 
app would be the most effective channel for  
delivering a potentially lifesaving tool.

Backed by expertise  
and knowledge
Travel Guard’s extensive database of accredited 
contacts means that users will always find a trusted 
medical facility when they need it, no matter where 
they are, with no internet connection required.

THE TRAVEL GUARD APP 
PROVIDES INFORMATION 
ON A WIDER RANGE OF 
SERVICES THAN ANY  
OTHER APP OF ITS TYPE.

The Travel Guard App provides information on a  
wider range of services than any other app of its type. 
Other apps focus on just hospitals and embassies, 
but Travel Guard App also provides dental, non-
emergency medical recommendations, security 
bulletins and one-button telephone connection to  
the emergency assistance centre. 

This stands it apart from many other travel apps, 
which often rely on socially generated content. Socially 
generated recommendations can be impacted by fake 
profiles, skewed by small numbers of highly negative 
reviews, or suffer from a lack of reviews. 

There’s no such gamble with the Travel Guard App,  
as each of the contacts has been checked and ratified 
by AIG and Travel Guard’s network.
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The Travel Guard App is incredibly  
simple to use, leading the user through 
the process of finding key information, 
step-by-step, helping to reduce the stress 
and impact of emergency situations. 

It provides contact  
information
The Travel Guard App provides contact details and 
locations of approved and recommended emergency 
and medical support services wherever the user is in 
the world. The services listed include:

•	 Doctors

•	 Clinics

•	 Dentists

•	 Hospitals 

•	 Australian embassies.

2. Features

Each of the contacts have been provided by Travel 
Guard’s international database of service providers 
and is stored locally on the mobile device, meaning 
no internet connection is required to access the 
information when the user needs it.

It locates you and  
provides directions
There’s nothing worse than the feeling of being lost 
overseas. This feeling of helplessness is amplified  
when in difficult circumstances, like a medical 
emergency. The Travel Guard App provides genuine 
comfort in those situations, by using GPS geo-location 
technology that will always find you, no matter where 
you are, or what signal coverage your phone has.

The Travel Guard App uses GPS to identify the user’s 
location and provide co-ordinates that can be used to 
direct support services. GPS technology is also used 
to provide directions to the nearest relevant medical 
facility or consular service. Leveraging GPS means that 
users avoid using a data connection overseas and  
the excessive “roaming” bills that can result.

Once a contact has been selected, the Travel Guard 
App provides directions via its inbuilt compass and  
map, guiding users to the contact as quickly as possible, 
which is vital given the likely emergency scenario.

It provides up to date  
travel warnings
The Travel Guard App also provides a news feed 
of travel information and warnings, direct from the 
Australian Government’s ’Smart Traveller’ service. 

The Travel Guard App will download any relevant news 
and warnings for either the country they are currently 
in, or another country that the user manually selects, 
when the mobile device is connected to the internet.
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It makes it easy to contact 
Emergency Assistance
A touch of the screen is all it takes to contact Travel 
Guard’s 24 hour Emergency Assistance Centre  
directly from the Travel Guard App, with an instant 
contact option included in the functionality. 

The user’s location is displayed as geo-coordinates, 
enabling them to provide those details to the Travel 
Guard representative if necessary to ensure they get 
help as quickly as possible.

It’s available across  
multiple platforms
The Travel Guard App is available for Android and  
iOS mobile smart devices via free download from  
the iTunes, GooglePlay and AppsZoom stores. 

TRAVEL
GUARD

DOWNLOAD THE  
FREE APP TODAY
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AIG is committed to a strong and 
sustainable corporate culture. Globally  
it supports a number of initiatives to 
ensure its environmental footprint is 
minimised. AIG is also focused on  
making its policyholders lives easier, 
creating efficient and paperless  
processes and tools wherever it can.

3. Efficiency

Making life easier
Customers are not burdened by having to access a 
number of different sources to obtain the location and 
contact information for embassies, medical providers  
or obtain current travel warnings for their current or 
future travel destinations. 

By utilising the customers’ in-built GPS on their phones, 
the Travel Guard App automatically provides the geo-
coordinates that represent their exact location when 
they are not usually familiar with their surroundings. This 
allows assistance services provided by Travel Guard to 
be more efficient especially in a medical emergency 
when time is of the essence.

Reducing our footprint
The Travel Guard App strongly supports AIG’s 
commitment to minimising the environmental 
footprint by providing customers with accurate,  
up to date medical and emergency information  
on their Smartphone rather than requiring them  
to print the relevant information and have it on  
hand whilst travelling abroad.

The Travel Guard App helps minimise our 
environmental impact by reducing the amount of 
printing required by users when travelling. By using  
the Travel Guard App, it means users have all the 
contact and emergency information they need for 
their current or future travel destinations.

Taking responsibility
AIG’s corporate social responsibility values run  
through everything it does and are reflected in the 
Travel Guard App’s functionality, which is designed  
to reduce the financial impact on the user.

The Travel Guard App has been built to avoid the 
need for internet connectivity as much as possible, with 
only the travel warning newsfeed from the Australian 
Government’s Smart Traveller website requiring an 
internet connection. This means that customers do not 
have to worry about large data roaming bills, or a lack 
of internet connectivity and service coverage when  
they are in need of urgent medical information.

Energy optimised  
performance
The Travel Guard App was developed to be energy 
efficient and to optimise mobile device battery life.  
It achieves this by connecting to the internet only when 
it needs to and by avoiding the need to connect to 
cell towers and access data through slow connections, 
which are major power drains for most normal apps.
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The Travel Guard App will be used in 
extreme circumstances, which means  
that it has to work exactly when the  
user needs it most.

The AIG and Travel Guard teams were acutely aware 
that they were potentially responsible for the wellbeing 
of app users and spent over two years developing 
and testing the Travel Guard App. Their focus was on 
delivering accurate, useful and up to date information 
on an extremely robust platform.

Turning data into knowledge
AIG has access to an abundance of data sources. 
Its international network has information about 
thousands of recommended medical companies and 
professionals that have provided services to other  
AIG customers. The development team’s challenge 
was to bring this diverse information together into 
a usable, single source of information that can be 
maintained effectively.

By re-using existing AIG databases as the central 
sources of information, the team were able to avoid  
re-inventing the wheel. They created a platform 
that pulls together data from multiple sources, 
implementing processes that ensured that the 
information was updated on a regular cycle, as  
well as providing stable feeds to the front-end of  
the Travel Guard App.

This approach reduced costs and project timelines  
and most importantly nullified the need to create a 
new, complex database, another step in the process 
that could potentially fail both the Travel Guard App  
and its users. 

4. Research

Tried and tested
Once the back-end systems were completed, the team 
created a front-end for multiple versions and platforms 
of mobile devices, which required extensive testing.

The first testing phase saw the use of simulators, 
enabling computer-based simulations of phone apps. 
The simulator replicated the use of the Travel Guard 
App in a number of scenarios:

•	 Different operating system versions  
(eg iOS6 & iOS7)

•	 Different devices (iPhone, iPad and Android)

•	 Different screen sizes (e.g. 3.5” and 4” iPhone)

•	 Custom geo-location (e.g. you can simulate  
the phone’s location)

•	 Bad network connections, in-call status bar

•	 The phone being taken on a run, cycle or  
highway drive.

•	 Different locations – leveraging AIG’s global 
internal network

The next phase saw real world testing, in Australia 
and overseas. Real-world testing highlighted a series 
of issues not picked up in the simulations, primarily 
around design and usability. From its use in actual 
travel scenarios, the team was able to refine the 
design and user experience, making the Travel Guard 
App easier to use, essential in some emergency 
circumstances. AIG and Travel Guard however 
do recommend that if a customer is in a real time 
emergency situation they always contact emergency 
services immediately.

An app you can rely on
The robust and rigorous development and testing 
of the Travel Guard App has resulted in a product 
that delivers an effortless user experience, seamless 
data access and a platform that users can reply on, 
wherever they are.
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5. Performance

The Travel Guard App has been designed 
to outperform other apps in the market  
by being reliable and easy to use.

Quality and reliability
AIG’s development approach has led to the production 
of a market-leading app. The team’s extensive usability 
and technical testing processes has produced an app 
that delivers a consistently dependable performance.

This quality will be maintained with a planned series  
of updates and additional functionality that will keep 
the Travel Guard App ahead of the competition.

Usability and consistency
Extensive user experience design and testing has 
meant that the Travel Guard App delivers a superior 
experience by focusing on:

•	 Use of clean internationally recognisable icons

•	 Seamless integration of the device compass

•	 Seamless integration of Google Maps

•	 A simple monochrome palette

•	 Optimised user paths.

The Travel Guard App looks beautiful and works 
effortlessly, with a design that’s simply brilliant, a 
great relief to users who find themselves using the 
Travel Guard App in difficult circumstances.

Durability and longevity
The Travel Guard App has been developed to  
provide a uniform experience across any platform, 
delivering a consistently high quality experience  
across iOS and Android devices and numerous 
versions of each operating system.

AIG’s development and testing processes mean  
that the Travel Guard App will remain relevant,  
with frequent updates, adapting to technology 
changes, screen sizes, and user behaviour to  
ensure the highest performance on a mobile device.

THE TRAVEL GUARD  
APP LOOKS BEAUTIFUL  
AND WORKS  
EFFORTLESSLY, WITH  
A DESIGN THAT’S  
SIMPLY BRILLIANT
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Appendix A – About AIG

“Our culture derives from our 
entrepreneurial roots and pioneering 
spirit. It is this spirit that drives us to  
help our customers create success.” 

In Australia, AIG combines international experience 
with local expertise. A market leader in the commercial 
and general insurance industry, we have been meeting 
the needs of Australian businesses since 1957 and 
have offices, technical expertise and underwriting 
authority in Melbourne, Sydney, Perth and Brisbane. 

Our global perspective offers the benefits of global 
experience and anticipation of emerging risks while our 
local presence provides you with access to professionals 
who understand your unique market needs. 

We are in the business of making promises and 
keeping them. This, together with quality products and 
superior service helps us to achieve our goal of strong, 
sustainable relationships with brokers and clients. 

AIG – A global perspective 
American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading 
international insurance organization serving customers 
in more than 130 countries and jurisdictions. AIG 
companies serve commercial, institutional, and 
individual customers through one of the most extensive 
worldwide property-casualty networks of any insurer.  
In addition, AIG companies are leading providers of 
life insurance and retirement services in the United 
States. AIG common stock is listed on the New York 
Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange. 

AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-
casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance 
operations of American International Group, Inc. 
Products and services are written or provided by 
subsidiaries or affiliates of American International 
Group, Inc. Not all products and services are available 
in every jurisdiction, and insurance coverage is 
governed by actual policy language. Certain products 
and services may be provided by independent third 
parties. Insurance products may be distributed through 
affiliated or unaffiliated entities. Certain property-
casualty coverage’s may be provided by a surplus 
lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not generally 
participate in state guaranty funds and insureds are 
therefore not protected by such funds.

For additional information, please visit our website at 
www.aig.com. 
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Appendix B – About Travel Guard

Travel Guard, an AIG Company, delivers 
global service 24-hours a day, 7 days 
a week, 365 days a year from state-of-
the-art assistance centres located in key 
regions around the globe. 

Travel Guard’s combined medical and security teams 
have over 28 years of combined experience with over 
1500 assistance professionals across the organisation. 
We support customers on every continent with 
numerous languages spoken on-site.

Assistance services 
To best appreciate the range and complexity of 
services provided by Travel Guard, we have stratified 
them into six categories. While this list serves as 
a broad description of the assistance services we 
provide, Travel Guard customises programs to meet 
the requirements of our clients. Our strength lies in 
our flexibility to tailor our services to meet our clients’ 
unique needs.

Travel health and medical  
case management
•	 Pre-trip medical advice over the telephone. 

(Includes information on local medical advisories, 
epidemics, required immunisations  
and available preventative measures.) Coordinate 
and manage vaccination programs

•	 In-depth health advisories on chronic diseases  
and epidemics

•	 Medical advice from a qualified doctor

•	 Medical and Dental referrals Shipment of medical 
records Emergency prescription replacement

•	 Eyeglasses/corrective lens replacement

•	 Medical equipment rental/replacement

•	 Out-patient medical monitoring

•	 In-patient medical monitoring

•	 Case management of serious medical conditions 
including liaison with employer and monitoring 
through to return-to-work

•	 Qualified liaison for relaying medical information  
to nominated family members

•	 Where insurance cover is declined, Travel Guard 
will continue to provide full access to services

•	 Direct billing to medical providers (cashless)

•	 Cost containment, expense recovery and overseas 
investigation

•	 Manage logistics in the event of a fatality

•	 Medical bill audits

•	 Confidential and secure storage of personal and 
medical information to be used in the event of an 
emergency

General travel assistance
•	 Travel Assistance Website

•	 Flight and Hotel rebooking through in-house  
travel agent

•	 Lost baggage search

•	 Stolen luggage replacement assistance

•	 Lost passport/travel document replacement 
assistance

•	 Emergency cash transfer assistance

•	 Information including passport/visa requirements 
Emergency telephone translation service Embassy  
or consulate referrals

•	 Travel Supplier strike information

•	 Legal referrals/bail bond assistance

•	 Worldwide public holiday information
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Travel security and  
risk management tools  
and services
•	 24/7 telephone access to a security analyst

•	 Access to online country and city reports with 
current medical, travel and security advice

•	 Tailored destination reports with evacuation plan

•	 Subscribe to email alerts on emerging medical  
and security issues

•	 Security forecasts for Asia Pacific, the Americas  
and Europe/Middle East/Africa

•	 Proactive identification of travel to high risk 
locations

•	 Identification of travelers affected by an event

•	 Ability to track travelers globally

•	  Crisis Management Planning and Support 
Emergency evacuation due to security concerns 
“Check-in” Service

•	 Close Protection Service

•	 VIP Meet and Greet

•	 Secure Transportation

Emergency response  
for security crises or  
other large scale events
•	 Establishment of a crisis management centre

•	 24/7 decision and crisis management support  
for client’s management team

•	 Deployment of Travel Guard staff on site for 
emergencies and emerging situations
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Broken hip in the  
Czech Republic
While in the Czech Republic, a client falls and fractures 
his hip. Incapacitated after his surgery, his safe 
transport is arranged by Travel Guard. AIG’s travel 
emergency team coordinates flight arrangements 
complete with a nurse escort and goes a step further  
to secure admission to a rehabilitation facility upon  
his return to aid with his recovery. 

Emergency surgery  
in the tropics
While in the tropics, a client begins to experience 
extreme pain and requires urgent medical attention. 
Fortunately, the client is able to use Travel Guard to 
get assistance. Medical specialists work with local 
medical staff on the client’s behalf to secure admission 
to a hospital with the area’s highest level of care. 

Stolen passport replaced
While on business in the United Kingdom, a client 
has his work Visa stolen. He needs to travel to Spain, 
but requires a new Visa to re-gain entry to the United 
Kingdom upon his return. Travel Guard works with  
the British Embassy to have his documents reissued,  
so he can gain re-entry into the United Kingdom and 
also home to the United States. 

Appendix C – Real world case studies

Doctor referral in  
Czech Republic
While on a trip in the Czech Republic a client begins to 
feel ill after eating. Disoriented, alone and unfamiliar 
with the area, he uses Travel Guard, which provides 
an immediate referral to a reputable local doctor and 
secure a quick appointment. He is seen by a specialist 
who diagnoses him with salmonella, administers 
antibiotics and sends him on his way. The rest of his 
trip is uneventful. 

Medical coverage assistance
A client fractures her arm while in India and needs to 
be hospitalized. Her daughter contacts our assistance 
operation and we work with their primary healthcare 
provider to cover her medical expenses. We also fly 
both of them back to the US via business class. 

Foreign travel arrangements
While on a trip in Italy a client fractures her femur and 
due to medical complications, needs to arrange a new 
flight home. Travel Guard provides translation on her 
behalf and works with her travel provider to notify them 
of the flight change. 
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Appendix D – App downloads over time
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Appendix E – Users by country
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Appendix F – Manual country selection
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Appendix G – Daily session frequency
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Appendix H – Top countries
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Appendix I – Press ad

The free Travel Guard Mobile App is the essential tool when travelling overseas, 
providing emergency assistance when you need it, wherever you are. 

With access to over 6,000 key locations around the world offline, you can search for hospitals, 
embassies, dentists, doctors and clinics without the worry of big data usage. 

Get ‘Smart Traveller’ warnings for the country you’re in, or the country you’re travelling to next, 
updated each time you connect to the internet. It even puts our 24 hour Emergency Assistance 
Centre right at your fingertips.

Your Travel Guardian for  
wherever business takes you. 

TRAVEL
GUARD

DOWNLOAD 
FREE TODAY

3
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3
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Visit travelguardapp.com.au 
to find out more or download 
it now from the App Store and 
Google Play.
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